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Industry Analysis - Basel Business Starts Slow, Ends on High Note 
  
Business at BaselWorld got off to a late start, but by the March 15 closing, many exhibitors reported 

a successful show. There were many more U.S. buyers than expected, given the record high 

exchange rate of the Swiss franc against the U.S. dollar, while buyers from the Middle East and Asia 

were also at the show in force. 
  
In the gemstone pavilion, which focuses on the large and rare, exhibitors reported that early buyers 

sought out the very top quality diamonds over 5 carats (D-E colors, IF and VVS clarities) and larger 

unheated Burmese rubies and sapphires – despite lofty prices and a general unwillingness to 

bargain. 
  
“There was again a lot of investment buying here,” said one exhibitor, who estimated that one-third 

of all sales of such stones were going to investors. “They came early for the best goods.” 
  
It was a waiting game for prices of medium and lower grade stones. Many buyers expected prices to 

decline a percent or two over the course of the fair and held back. 
  
“There was a perception that we were in a softening market when the fair opened and that really 

held up buying for a while,” said one exhibitor 
  
Some buyers said their patience was rewarded, even with stones as large as 10 carats, because firms with high 

debts wanted the cash flow. But those companies that could hold the line on prices did so, leading the majority to 

believe the show was successful from that standpoint. 
  
Because fine blue sapphire is extremely scarce in the market, there was much more tanzanite available at 

BaselWorld than in previous years, and fine colors were again very reasonable compared to sapphire. 
  
Ruby is even more scarce, but the traditional “substitutes”, rubellite and red spinel, were equally scarce in the 

gem hall. 
  
Fine emerald, however, was plentiful, though expensive. Several exhibitors noted that the scarcity of ruby and 

sapphire helped drive demand for emerald, which has not suffered the same supply problems (export embargoes 

and trade sanctions). 
  
Natural pearls made a noticeable presence at BaselWorld for the first time, and were in strong demand, 

particularly among Middle East buyers. Demand for cultured pearls, especially top fancy colors, was also strong, 

especially from Asian buyers. 

  
Exhibitors in the designer and branded jewelry pavilions noted that business was the strongest in several years 

and that, from their perspective, the economic difficulties of the past several years were fading. They reported 

that colorful pieces, especially greens, were in strong demand. 
  
The luxury watch pavilion was abuzz with the news that China was now the world’s largest market for such pieces, 

and buyers from that country did not disappoint. 
  
“Every major Chinese retailer was here and buying heavily,” said one watch manufacturer. 
  
-- By Russell Shor 
Senior Industry Analyst 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


